Aug 15 2018

In attendance
Tom Conis, M.E. Sweeney, Karen Miller, Bob Roark, Swein Richborn-Kjennerud, Jesse Morreale, Marc Spear, Maggie Price, Myles Tangalin, Eleni Sarris, Jill Thiare, Elizabeth Chester, Jeff Harbaugh, Alison Hessley, Wayne New, Rodney Allen

SPEAKERS: Carolyn Dionese-Wright Investigator with Colorado Division of Real Estate, Maro Casparian Director Consumer Protection District Attorney Office
Real Estate Fraud within at risk senior population
Fraud often happens when long time owner does not realize the actual value of their home.
Watch out for handbills, phone calls. Always consult with a attorney before signing contract

SPEAKERS: Jessie DuBoise and Brittany Cooper employees of Beth McCain DA. Their office does criminal state prosecution. Pay attention to Nextdoor and other services, but be careful of what you reveal.

PROJECTS AROUND NEIGHBORHOOD:
Sidewalks - Myles. City is starting inspections of sidewalks. Grinding and mudjacks will be part of services offered
INC - Maggie. Excise and License looking to roll out electronic petitioning pilot program to collect signatures either for or against

COMMITTEE REPORTS:

Green Team - No rep
History Preservation - Rodney. Meetings are held 2nd Tuesday of Month 3-5 pm 4th floor of Webb building to discuss buildings that have applied for protection. Looking at the barriers to Landmark process.
Safe Streets - Liz Chester. Survey has gone out to find out if people are concerned about traffic.
Liz has formed a focus group that is working with Wayne New to approach traffic calming techniques.
Swein Richborn-Kjennerud, Jesse Morreale, Marc Spear representing 7th Ave Neighbors Association (SANA) expressed concern that some techniques could greatly impact the 7th ave corridor and asked to be included.

Meeting adjourned 8:30